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Precipitation estimated from different measuring techniques such as rain gauge, radar and
satellite have some similarities [1], but there are also differences among them. For example,
techniques based on radar and satellite data underestimate rainfall than those using rain gauge
data. [2,3] In addition, many different interpolation techniques have been used to measure
spatial pattern of precipitation but it is still difficult to have an accurate pattern by any one of
them.[4,5,8,9] The differences between the rainfall estimates from different techniques vary
seasonally as well as regionally so that the radar or satellites are not directly applied into
hydrologic analysis.[6,7] In this regard, a main objective of this study is to develop a systematic
way to interpolate ground rain gauge using discharge data from distributed rainfall-runoff
model The spatial rainfall patterns estimated from the interpolation methods will be evaluated
with the object function to minimize the difference between observed and estimated discharge.
In other words, this study seeks to identify the optimal spatial pattern in rain field that can
generate a similar pattern of observed discharge through the distributed rainfall-runoff model.
This study will compare the spatial pattern from different types of climate systems and different
seasons derived from different interpolation methods may help to validate the proposed
algorithms.
METHOD AND APPLICATION
This study employed Affdef model which is a spatially-distributed, DEM based,
continuously (in time) simulating rainfall-runoff model, written in Fortran programming
language. Affdef is raster-based. It takes as input the digital elevation model (DEM of the basin
in raster form, as a rectangular matrix covering the all basin. The cells of the DEM can be of
any size. It needs also in input rainfall and temperature data collected in an arbitrary number of
termometers and rain gauges. The model computes the local contribution at the surface runoff
by applying a modified CN method. In order to compute the soil storativity, the users needs to
provide a matrix of CN numbers for any given Dem cell. The local contribution to the surface
runoff and the groundwater flows are transferred to the basin outlet by using a MuskingumCunge model with variable parameters. Affdef is not deemed to be a sophisticated model, since
priority was given to provide a model which is able to perform very long river flow simulations
in a limited computing time. Therefore a number of conceptual schemes were used in modelling

the rainfall-runoff transformation and the model cannot be considered physically-based in the
strict sense. Although it can be used for any kind of basin, it should be noted that Affdef models
in a simplified solution the contribution of groundwater flows. Therefore it is best suited for
basins where the runoff production is mainly due to infiltration excess.[10] In this study, we
seeks to identify the optimal spatial pattern in rain field that can generate a similar pattern of
observed discharge through the distributed rainfall-runoff model as shown in Figure 1. This
study will compare the spatial pattern from different types of climate systems and different
seasons derived from different interpolation methods may help to validate the proposed
algorithms.

Figure 1. Flow chart of research
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